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About me 

• User Experience Designer, Sketchnoter, co-

organiser of the Cambridge Usability Group 

• Previously a…<Developer, Project Manager, 

Information Architect, Head of Interactive, Web 

Strategy Manager> working in <digital agency, 

local government, software company> 

• Agile since 2008 

 

 

@micheleidesmith 



Red Gate makes database and .NET tooling 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I work for Red Gate and we make database and .NET tooling, for developers and DBAs. If you know about Red Gate you’ll probably be aware that we don’t make mobile or tablet applications. We mostly make desktop and web-based tools. But that doesn’t mean we don’t need to develop products rapidly and we will need to adapt with our customers and the devices they use. As a company we talk to our customers regularly, but we do face some challenges in meeting customers face-to-face or seeing them in the contexts in which they work with their teams. Customers are often geographically distant from us (we are in Cambridge UK and many customers are in the US). When we do visit customers at their offices, there might be restrictions about viewing sensitive data, or potentially they don’t want us to disrupt their development teams. So any time we can spend meeting our customers is valuable. Whether you make desktop, web or mobile applications the case study I’m going to talk about today is about developing products rapidly and testing ideas with your users, your market. I hope you can take back some of the principles and ideas from this case study to use in your team. 



“To make excellent products that truly understand our 
users’ contexts, we must look further, and investigate 
context first-hand” Cennydd Bowles 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
People are increasingly using more digital devices, together, and switching frequently between tasks. Cennydd Bowles, a UK based digital product designer who works for Twitter, wrote an excellent blog post about the complexities of understanding and designing for context of use. And one way to do this is to go out in the field and understand context of use first-hand. 



agilemanifesto.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This case study is a story about developing a new product for our Oracle market. Back in May 2012 a small team was established to start figuring out whether there was a market need for a tool to help Oracle developers source control their databases. This diagram explains the idea we had for the product. Who here is source controlling your database schemas together with your application code?You may have found that source controlling a database is not an easy process. Database changes have to be scripted out before you put them under version control. If you don’t have the right tooling it can be a very time consuming and manual job. It’s prone to error. You might forget to check in your changes. You might forget to update your database with changes from script files in version control. A small typo might not show up until you run integration tests. And then you’ve got to figure out who made that change and why. 



What makes you visit an exhibition stand  
at a conference? 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We had the perfect opportunity to speak to our customers. In June 2012 we planned to attend ODTUG Kscope, the biggest Oracle developers conference, in Texas. We could have employed traditional market research methods, talked to our customers and found out what they wanted. Can I ask you to put up your hand if you’ve visited a vendor’s stand at a conference recently (possibly this one) in the exhibition area?Everyone keep their hands up. Put your hand down if you only went to see the vendors because you had nothing better to do between talks and workshops.Ok for those who’ve still got their hands up, keep your hand up if you enjoy talking to vendors.So can anyone who doesn’t enjoy talking to vendors tell me why that is? Well typically a vendor wants to sell you something right? And they want you to give you email address? And you don’t want lots of spam?We decided to do something different at Kscope.



agilemanifesto.org 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Let’s just recap on the Agile Manifesto a second. The Agile Manifesto promotes satisfying the customers through early and continuous delivery of software. But you don’t have to write lots of code to figure out if the end users of the application will be satisfied. Business people and developers must work together. Sure. Product Owners right? But what about marketing people? Are they working closely with Agile teams? Often they don’t get involved until the product is already under development.



“By the time the product is  “Marketing that itself  
ready, it will already have  improves peoples lives.” 
established customers.”  Bob Gilbreath 
Eric Ries 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Some of the influences on us were these two books. The Lean Startup by Eric Ries describes an approach to software development that involves creating the most minimal product you can, getting customer feedback regularly and iterating your product idea. He describes this as the build, measure, learn cycle. Eric advocates continuously validating assumptions you have about what your customers do with your product.My colleague James Murtagh, who is the Marketing Manager for Red Gate, read Marketing with Meaning by Bob Gilbreath. In the book says that you need to create marketing that adds value to your customers. They must choose to engage with you, not the other way round.



“We wanted to make sure we were getting customer 
feedback as we worked so that we were never working 
on anything that wasn’t valued by the customer.” 
Nordstrom Innovation Lab: Sunglasses iPad App 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We were lucky to have Eric Ries visit us last year. He showed us a video of the Nordstrum case study. Nordstrum are a department store in the US and they had an idea to create an ipad app to help people choose sunglasses. But they didn’t know what it was going to do. They did something unusual. They sent their entire development team into a store to do development. They had instant access to customers to test every new feature they added. And they could react very quickly to feedback about usability problems. We found this very inspiring and wanted to do something similar.



“if you’ve struggled to figure out how UX design can 
work in an Agile environment, Lean UX can help.” 
Jeff Gothelf, author of Lean UX 

Some principles: 
 
• Continuous discovery 
• Shared understanding 
• GOOB (Get Out Of the Building) 
• Externalising your work 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Lean UX has been getting a lot of press recently. Lean UX is a philosophy to designing and developing products which, similar to Lean methodology, aims to reduce the wastage and minimise documentation. In Lean UX, Jeff Gothelf proposes a number of principles which you can use with your team. For example: Continuous Discovery – engage customers regularly during design and development. Involve the whole team.Shared understanding – collective knowledge and understanding of the team – the currency of Lean UX.GOOB – Steve Blank, author of the “4 Paths to the Epiphany” advocates getting out of the building and talking to customers, over discussing user needs in office as part of his customer development process.Externalising your work – getting things out in public – information radiators



Hypothesis: 
Oracle Developers & DBAs need a better way to 
source control their database schemas  
>70% interest – develop a tool a.s.a.p. 
 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In keeping with the Lean Startup or Lean UX approach, we developed our hypothesis. And we set out to prove that hypothesis before committing a development team to the project.



Let’s watch a short video about the case study 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This is a short video of what we did at the conference which gives you a feel for what is was like. http://play.buto.tv/9wQYs

http://play.buto.tv/9wQYs


9 (mini) sprints, 3 days, 1 prototype 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We designed the stand as a development lab! On the left was the area where I did research with customers, showed them the paper prototype and got their feedback. On the right was the development area. We also used this for product demos. The screen in the centre showed live code while the HTML/CSS prototype was developed.We split the 3 days into 9 mini sprints.



Making our processes transparent 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The Kanban board was baked into our stand design and really helped us prioritise. We wanted to make our Agile development process very transparent to our customers.



25 feedback sessions with users 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We carried out 25 feedback sessions and spoke to many more customers. At the end of each session we asked them to complete a small form to validate our hypothesis.



Easy to get feedback and quick to change Lo-fi prototypes are quick and easy to change  
before you commit to code 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The paper prototype was really quick and easy to change on the fly. And we didn’t need to write any code to get lots of great feedback.



Helped build personas and a talking point! People returned to see the feedback we had 
gathered throughout the conference 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used the whole of the back wall to gather customer feedback. 



The Empathy Map helped us understand  
customer needs 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
The empathy map (developed by X-Plane, Dave Gray) was really useful to understand customer needs. Making the empathy map visible to everyone had a very positive impact on people visiting the stand. Oracle developers can use a variety of development environments. We planned to build a standalone tool rather than a plug-ing, but I also wanted to validate what IDEs and source control systems were most used. We triangulated this data with our survey data.



Creating an ‘affinity map’ helped to quickly  
analyse feedback about features 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I used an affinity map to help cluster feedback and usability issues. One mistake I made here was that if I had observed an issue before, I didn’t write another post-it because I made a mental note that I already had that on the wall. I regretted this afterwards because we didn’t get a sense of the frequency of different issues for different users. I put an orange sticky dot on each post-it that we  decided to implement. Prioritisation in that environment can be hard. We didn’t have many criteria, except number of times it came up, severity of the issue and how easy it was to implement.



Sketching out processes and environments  
identified real-world scenarios and pain points 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Because I was introducing a new way of working to some users, it took a little while for them to understand what was wrong with their current process and how this tool could help them. With a few users we drew out their environment or process. This had two benefits. I could check my understanding of their process or context was correct and gathered richer contextual information. They could pinpoint the real pain points in their process.



It’s all about communication… 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Ultimately this kind of project lives or dies by the quality of team communication.



…and collaboration 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
My colleague David and I collaborated closely to review customer feedback and create new designs.



Feedback went directly into the HTML/CSS 
prototype, using Twitter Bootstrap 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
And David worked to translate our findings into an HTML/CSS prototype, using Twitter Bootstrap. We were able to test some richer interactions and transitions this way.



Keep the conversation going 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
So after 3 days of the Live Lab we headed back to the office. How do you keep up the momentum after building such expectation and excitement? Well we now had an active Beta list and more people signing up each day.



Surveys to test hypotheses  

Presenter
Presentation Notes
We used short online surveys to test hypotheses each week, as technical and design spikes uncovered questions.



Interviews and remote usability testing on prototype 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
I did more customer interviews and regular remote usability tests, using Balsamiq and Powerpoint to create quick, interactive prototypes. 



Releasing functionality early and getting feedback 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
Our MVP was a command line tool in September 2012. We released frequently after that, building on our MVP. And we made our release schedule absolutely transparent on the website.



Presenter
Presentation Notes
Finally we released version 1 of the tool. And by the time we released it we already knew what customers wanted. So there weren’t too many surprises. 



“The live lab was a wonderful idea. I enjoyed 
participating in it and can't wait to see the finished 
product. Let me know if you need a beta tester.” 
Christoph Ruepprich, Oracle Developer 

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This comment on our blog post is a great testimonial of what it was like to participate in the Live Lab.



• Introducing the Live Design Lab Planner 

• Split into groups  

• Choose a scenario 

• Fill out the Live Design Lab Planner 

• Feedback to the group 

Now it’s your turn to plan a live design lab! 



Live Design Lab Planner 

Hypothesis 

Lab location 

Data collection & analysis 

Team roles 

We believe that [building this product/feature] [for these people] will achieve [this outcome]* 

Where will you reach your customers? E.g. in 
store, trade show, public place 

Who will be running the live design lab? What are their roles? 

How will you record observations? How will you analyse data on the fly? How will you set up the lab? What equipment and materials will you need to take with you? 

Lab equipment 

A tool to help plan and run rapid product design in the wild 

Measure of success 
We will know we are successful when we see [this signal from the market]* 

Created by: Michele Ide-Smith | @micheleidesmith | www.ide-smith.co.uk  

Project name: 

How will you attract customers? 

Promotion 

Business or design problem 
What problem are you aiming to solve? 

Date created: 

This work is licensed under the Creative Commons Attribution-NonCommercial-ShareAlike 3.0 Unported License. To view a copy 
of this license, visit http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-sa/3.0/. 

* Thanks to Jeff Gothelf and Josh Seiden, authors of www.leanuxbook.com, for this template. 

Toolbox 
What methods will you use to get customer feedback? E.g. paper prototype, survey, wizard-of-oz, bodystorming 

What are the risks and how can you avoid them? Do you have backup plan? 

Risks 



Questions? 

Michele Ide-Smith 
User Experience Specialist 
Red Gate Software 
 
e:  michele.ide-smith@red-gate.com 
 
     @micheleidesmith 
 
b:  ux.red-gate.com 
     www.ide-smith.co.uk 

@micheleidesmith 



Thank you for listening 
 
More information:  
 
red-gate.com/source-control-for-oracle 
ux.red-gate.com/blog 
 

References: 
 
Designing With Context: http://www.cennydd.co.uk/2013/designing-with-context 
Lean Startup: http://theleanstartup.com 
Nordstrum Innovation Lab video: www.youtube.com/watch?v=szr0ezLyQHY 
The Next Evolution of Marketing: www.marketingwithmeaning.com/the-book 
Lean UX Book: http://www.leanuxbook.com 
Affinity Map: http://www.gogamestorm.com/?p=337 
Empathy Map: http://www.gogamestorm.com/?p=42 
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